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zero. Since VBB<<VCC and does not affect the operation of
circuit therefore it can be neglected.

Abstract—A system based on Blocking Oscillator (BO) has
been built and potentially produces high gain pulses voltage.
This paper aims to discuss characteristic, work principle, and its
potency of simple blocking oscillator to optimize batteries usage.
The measurement of its peak to peak voltage (Vpp) and root
means square voltage (Vrms) were conducted using digital
oscilloscope and digital voltmeter. The experiment proves that
the system produces high gain pulse electricity and driven LED
without broke it out. The system could power a white LED
3.0-4.0 V using an input voltage of 0.98 VDC from waste battery.
Using blocking oscillator, a battery may be used longer and
more efficient until the battery energy almost ramps out to 0.5V.
Index Terms—Blocking oscillator, characteristic, gain, led.

Fig. 1. A triggered transistor blocking oscillator with base timing.

Suppose a triggering signal is momentarily applied to the
collector to lower its voltage. By transformer action, the base
will rise in potential. After VBE exceeds the cut in voltage,
the transistor saturates and starts to draw current. The increase
in collector current lowers the collector voltage, which in turn
raises the base voltage. Hence, more collector current flows,
resulting in a further drop in collector potential. If the loop
gain exceeds unity, regeneration takes place and the transistor
is quickly driven into saturation. At the moment, the emitter
and collector are connected so the current from collector
flows to the emitter.
Afterwards, when the VBE decreases below the saturation
voltage of transistor (cut off) hence the transistor gets OFF
and the LED will shine. Since the voltage inductance of
primary coils could not flows from collector to emitter which
is disconnected so that the current flows to the LED which has
lowest resistance, in very short time.
In this paper, blocking oscillator’s characteristic using and
without LED as the load are going to be discussed. White led
used has voltage forward bias VBfB around 3.0-4.0 V and IBfB =
20mA [6]. Light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) have been widely
studied and used as light sources due to their high energy
efficiency in producing monochromatic light [7], [8].
Many commercial instruments and analytical systems used
the compact and low-cost LEDs [9]-[11], e.g. LED-based
microscopy [12]. Multi LEDs light sources have also been
used for many applications [13], [14], since multiple LEDs
can deliver plenty of output power while keeping the cost low.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to increase battery life, some experiments has been
done, such as to design circuit building blocks with lower
supply voltage and consuming sub-microwatt power.
Reference [1] has built a circuit design which generates a DC
voltage independent of the supply voltage and of temperature
variations. Moreover, a circuit using a pair of BJTs and a
MOSFET has been built also and worked normally using
1.3V to 3.6V [2]. Our target is to increase the waste battery
life using simple blocking oscillator.
Oscillator is a combination of active and passive electronic
devices to produces sinusoidal wave or other periodic wave
[3]. Based on the wave shape production, oscillators are
classified into sinusoidal oscillators, and harmonic oscillator
or relaxation oscillator. According to the devices, oscillators
could be classified into negative-resistance oscillator and
feedback oscillator [3]. Feedback oscillator has feedback
regenerative gain (positive).
A blocking oscillator is a feedback oscillator type which
produces relaxation oscillation [4]. Blocking oscillator has
pulse-repetitive rate driven by RC (resistance and capacitance
parallelized). For a monostable triggered transistor, the pulse
width of blocking oscillator (base timing) may lie in the range
of nanoseconds to microseconds. A resistor R is connected in
series with the base of the transistor and it controls the timing,
that is, the pulse duration (see Fig. 1).
In the beginning, the transistor is OFF. Since the cut in
base-emitter voltage (VBE) is approximately 0.58-0.7 V
positive for silicon transistor [5], then VBB may be reduced to

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A handmade Blocking oscillator system was made using
BC547 n-p-n transistor, a variable resistor 5K, a toroid from
died CFL lamp twisted 11 times by two pair Belden RJ 45
cable with ratio 1:1, a voltage divider 0.5-5.0V from waste
battery 8V, a white LED, and a waste battery 1.5V AA which
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still has 0.98V. The devices were built as depicted in Fig. 2.

is determined as [15]:

tp 

Using digital oscilloscope and voltmeter, voltage system on
some specific parts measured and tabulated on Table I.
Whereas V output (Vo) was measured with and without LED
using V input (VBiB) from 0.0-2.0 V and the summary reveals
on Table I and Fig. 3 also Fig. 4. Afterwards, to get
information of the gain potency of a power source, the Vo was
also measured using Vi varied from 0.5-5.0 VDC without any
load and the result is shown in Fig. 5.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To figure out the work principle of blocking oscillator
system, the peak to peak voltage (Vpp), current (I), and system
frequency (f) were measured. The measurements were
conducted using 0.98V of a waste battery when the intensity
of LED was set in brightest and dullest condition. The result is
shows in Table I.
It can be seen from Table I that Blocking oscillator system
could gain Vi to 5 times when adjusted to the brightest LED
using potentiometer. Whereas on dullest LED, the VBoB still
has voltage gain but lower than the LED’s voltage
requirement.
TABLE I: RESULT OF MEASUREMENT ON RMIN AND RMAX
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Without LED
LED
Secondary twist
Primary twist
Variable resistor
Base-collector (VBC)
Base-emitter (VBE)

RMIN = 2.2 (Ω)
(brightest)
Voltage
Freq.
(V)
(kHz)
5.20
37.22
4.40
35.96
4.29
34.74
4.27
36.22
0.21
33.39
8.47
35.21
4.15
35.93

(1)

Equation (1) depicts that raising resistance R raises f raises
as well. Whereas, L is self inductance, n is the number of
twists, hFE is the transistor gain and f is frequency.
Basically, the circuit on Fig. 2 works by rapidly switching
transistor. Initially, current begins to flow through secondary
winding, and base-emitter junction, which causes the
transistor to begin conducting collector current through the
primary winding.
Since the two windings are connected in opposing
directions, this induces a voltage in the secondary winding
which is positive (due to the winding polarity, see dot
convention on Fig. 1) which turns the transistor ON with
higher bias.
This self-stroking/positive-feedback process almost
instantly turns the transistor ON as hard as possible (putting it
in the saturation region), making the collector-emitter path
look like essentially a closed switch (since VCE will be only
about 0.1 volts, assuming that the base current is high enough).
With the primary winding effectively goes across the battery,
the current increases at a rate proportional to the supply
voltage divided by the inductance. Transistor switch-OFF
takes place by different mechanisms depending upon the
supply voltage.
The predominant mode of operation relies on the
non-linearity of the inductor. As the current ramps up it
reaches a point, dependent upon the material and geometry of
the core, where the ferrite saturates (the core may be made of
material other than ferrite). The resulting magnetic field stops
increasing and the current in the secondary winding are lost,
depriving the transistor of base drive and the transistor starts
to turn off. The magnetic field starts to collapse. Driving
current in the coil into the LED (raising the voltage until
conduction occurs) and the reducing magnetic field induces a
reverse current in the secondary, and then turning the
transistor hard OFF.
The pulse transformer is made to have an 180o phase shift
between primary and secondary [16]. This transformer is
important because phase reversal is needed for a common
emitter stage. And the gain is provided by the common emitter
stage.
At lower supply voltages a different mode of operation
takes place. The gain of a transistor is not linear with VCE. At
low supply voltages (typically 0.7V and below) the transistor
requires a larger base current to maintain saturation as the
collector current increases. Hence, when it reaches a critical
collector current, the available base drive becomes
insufficient and the transistor starts to pinch off and the
previously described positive feedback action occurs turning
it hard OFF.
To summarize, once the current in the coils stops
increasing for any reason, the transistor goes into the cut off
region (and opens the collector-emitter “switch”). The
magnetic field collapses, much inducing voltage is necessary
to make the load conduct, or for the secondary-winding
current to find some other path. When the field is back to zero,
the whole sequence repeats; with the battery ramping-up the

Fig. 2. Simple blocking oscillator circuit for experiment.

Voltage
Measurement (V)

nLhFE
nL
1
(hFE  n) 

R
R
f

RMAX = 978 (Ω)
(dullest)
Voltage
Freq.
(V)
(kHz)
3.71
308.70
2.80
313.90
2.71
305.90
2.72
303.10
2.39
373.20
2.10
236.90
0.42
313.60

The frequency of brightest and dullest condition is
approximately 35 kHz and 300 kHz, respectively. The
frequency of brightest condition is much lower than the
dullest. This difference caused by the resistance R which
controlled ON-OFF transistor timing and made pulse time
longer whilst in brightest condition [15].
When the frequency of switching transistor is too fast, the
pulses current which flows to inductor could not be responded
by the toroid. Therefore, the current pulses is behave like a
continue signal as own by normally battery. Consequently, the
magnetic field response in the inductor decreases. It means
there is no voltage gain produced by the inductor.
Besides the regeneration which terminates the pulse starts
when the transistor comes out of saturation, the pulse width tp
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primary-winding current until the transistor switches on.
To know the characteristic gain with and without load
(LED) from Blocking oscillator system, the experiment used
vary of Vi was done and the graphs result are given in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4.

experiment is conducted using Vi = 0.5-5.0 V from 8V battery.
The Vo is measured without LED using voltmeter and
oscilloscope (Fig. 5). As the result, it can bee seen from Fig. 5
that every measurements have the same result. The Vo gain
happens for every Vi, which means blocking oscillator system
is potential to make gain more than Vi. The gain only limited
by load which is used by the system.
The interesting characteristic of blocking oscillator is that
Vo has a DC type pulse (Fig. 6). The pulse, as switching
transistor effect caused the LED and transistor safe and
operates normally although the voltage that passed these
devices is bigger than normally needed. The excess voltage
was converted to heat which is trivial because the current is so
small so that the dissipated power is also very small as well.
The pulse shows as in channel 1 (CH1) of Fig. 6 is the gain
of voltage come from battery (output voltage). The other
(CH2) is the input voltage used from battery. Symbol a shows
the delay time of switch transistor when it was in cut off
condition (OFF) and b is the switch transistor on saturates
condition (ON). The declivity of the peak of curve happens
since the basis voltage (VBE) decreases quickly to less than
0.4V.
On the brightest condition the output current Io = 0.12 mA
while on the dullest condition Io = 0.1 mA are lower than input
current Ii = 0.225 mA. Ohms Law stated that when R increases
then V and I decrease as is indicated in equation 2 [15].
B
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Fig. 3. Gain characteristic with LED as load.

Fig. 3 reveals the same characteristic for Vi = 0-2.0 V.
These voltages were varied per 0.1 volts because the system
still works normally if the Vi is approximately no more than 2
volts. When Vi is more than 2 volts, the LED begins to light
even the base circuit was disconnected. It means that the
current pushes to pass the LED which has lower resistance
than the transistor which was on cut off condition (open loop).
Root mean square voltage measurements were done to see
whether voltmeter digital might be used to measure the pulse
gain or not. Vrms represents the input voltage used from the
battery. For this case, voltmeter can’t be used to measure the
gain produced by blocking oscillator system.
When the system was not used a LED as the load, it
produced higher gain almost twice compared with Fig. 3. The
pulses gain slight increased when the input voltage increased
as well. It means that the gain of blocking oscillator is
depending with the maximum voltage needed by load. A LED
has voltage forward bias approximately 2.7-3.5V [6].
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2

In order to optimize the power needed by LED by increase
the current but the excess voltage would not being dissipated
into heat thus the output voltage needs to be limited. There are
two options could be taken, firstly, the number of secondary
toroid turns which was connected to collector being reduced
just enough to fulfill the voltage needed by LED. Second, the
system may use higher input voltage for the power supply.
The voltage, number of turns and current are correlated to
each other and obey to equation (3) [17].
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Fig. 4. Gain characteristic without LED.
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Fig. 6. Pulse BO and its gain (CH1 as output, and CH2 as input).
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The equation 3 warranties that the collector-emitter voltage
Vs could be decreased by secondary turns Ns limitation on the
inductor as the result the output current Is would increase
automatically. Besides that the base-emitter voltage VE should
be adjusted to saturation voltage about 0.7 volts for silicon
type [5].
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Fig. 5. Gain voltage for 0.5 < Vi < 5 volts without load.

To get more gain information produced by BO whether it
still could produce more gain using more input voltage, the
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Furthermore, when input voltage Vin of blocking oscillator
system uses new battery or higher voltage but no more then
voltage needed by the load then the input current Ip will raise
as well, consequently the output current Is would increase.
The gain calculation from systems was done by comparing
the output voltage with input voltage which was fed into
system. The calculation was determined by equation (4).

output voltage
gain 
input voltage

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]

(4)
[11]

The gain is taken from Fig. 5 which is measured without
any load.

[12]

4.2
max gain 
 7times
0.6

[13]

whereas,

min gain 

[14]

7.9
 1.58times
5

[15]

The calculation shows that the biggest gain could be
produced when the input voltage is 0.6V. Whereas the value
follows the input voltage needed by transistor to fulfilled the
requirement of saturation voltage. It means that to have more
efficient, the system may use germanium transistor which
need 0.3V as the saturation voltage.

[16]
[17]
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IV. CONCLUSION
It has been proved that a Simple Blocking Oscillator
produces high voltage pulses gain approximately to 7 times
bigger than its input voltage. The gain is caused by the
inductor’s magnetic field as a response of high speed pulse of
current feeds from the power source that is regulated by the
resistor and transistor, respectively. It has high potency to use
the energy of batteries until it is really dried. The pulses
produced by the system make it safe for powering LED
although it is passed by voltage higher than it should be.
One thing should be considered is that the current output
flows to LED was too small. For a LED at least it needs
current 20 mA whereas blocking oscillator only produces
0.12 mA. Therefore, a new blocking oscillator system design
is needed in order to increase the current. For this purpose,
using high output current transistor may be used.
Additionally, to increase the efficiency of the simple
blocking oscillator system germanium transistor might be
used. Moreover number of turns on inductor will affect the
efficiency as well.
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